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Coaching & Consulting: Of Journeys and Spaces
People asking for any kind of counseling support want to get somewhere where
“something is different” compared to where they are. They may search for support either
for defining their goal more clearly, or for navigating their way, or for overcoming obstacles
on their way. Whether expert consultants focus on problems and obstacles, or solution
focused coaches focus on hopes, goals, resources, and exceptions, two kinds of
metaphors are already hard wired into all those descriptions.
The first one is a “way” or “journey” metaphor, including a “start”, a “goal”, and the “path”
between the two. (Without a difference between where you are and where you want to be
there would be no reason for change (“creative tension”), let alone for counseling. Without
hope for a way from the former to the latter, the desired change would not be started.)
The second one is a “field”, “room” or “container” metaphor, with the core elements of
“inside”, “outside”, and a “boundary” in between the two, just like the skin is the “boundary”
between body (“inside”) and environment (“outside”), both separating and connecting the
two. You may feel “stuck” in a “dead end” or “in” a problem (like in some container), and “to
get out of it” you may have to “to go a long way”, and you may have to “cross a threshold”
first. The latter two combine the two fundamental metaphors that in cognitive psychology
[Feldman, 2006] are called “source-path-goal“ and “container“ schema, respectively.)
Systemically, moving “out of the problem, around obstacles, towards goals” (and “miracle”
states, in SF) succeeds or fails depending on the constellation of context factors.
The constellation of the ingredients of the two fundamental metaphors, e.g. the start, goal,
vision, resources, rules, restrictions, obstacles, and actions together create the relevant
“systemic context” of solutions. These are illustrated in my “wishbone” model.
SF matrix, scaling, and meta (-phorical) level
One way to explore clients‘issues is to listen very carefully to what their descriptions say
about times and value judgments: Do they talk about the past, the present, or the future?
And is what they talk about repulsive or attractive for them, do they want to move towards
or away from what they describe? Combining these two dimensions (time and value)
results in my version of an “SF matrix”, which consists of four fields (sic): the good and bad
past, and the desired and the dreaded future. The square (or metaphorical “container”) of
the “desired future” is identical with the “solutions” SF focuses on.
For each of those four quadrants certain questions are useful to refocus attention towards
solutions (= that “solutions” square of the SF matrix) (hence “solutions focus”). As “energy
flows where attention goes” ways towards solutions are being neurologically primed by the
questions that focus the attention. The path is further developed by scaling questions that
create steps like the rungs of a ladder. These steps have to be both large enough to make
a difference, and small enough to be feasible!
Access and detours on the way to solutions
When obstacles stop the move towards solutions, one of the most promising and most
efficient „detours“ is a shift to a special meta-level: the metaphorical level. Four practical
types (and two subtypes) of accessing this level (of moving from the “source domain” to
the “target domain”, as linguists metaphorically call the two sides of each metaphor) will be
introduced here. On this level, solutions often are easier to be developed than nonmetaphorically, and their constellation afterwards can be “back-translated into reality”.
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Four (plus two) accessing interventions to the metaphorical level
1. Your questions may target changing to a metaphorical level directly:
a. “Suppose your situation / your problem / your solution were an animal / a
movie / a country / …, what kind of animal / movie / country … would that
be?” Here, the target domain is pre-set by the question (= by the coach).
If you choose, for example, the animal kingdom as source domain,
different animals can be selected by the client for problem, solution, and
intermediate steps, respectively (or they may be drawn by chance from a
stock of toy animals or picture cards).
b. “And as you describe that (your situation / your problem / your solution),
that is LIKE WHAT?“ Here the invitation goes for a comparison, a
metaphor or symbol, while the client is given free choice of a suitable
domain. (The same question is used in „clean language“.)
2. You may utilize the source domains of clients’ own descriptions directly. The most
frequent source domains are the body and the environment (inner and outer
space). Which bodily or space-related metaphors do clients prefer to use in their
accounts? You may pick up comments involving organs like “That went under my
skin” or “I took it to heart”, or constellations in space like “I was besides my shoes”
or “that problem is far away”: Then you follow up with playful questions along
structural similarites (part-whole-relationships) and explore the metaphor further
(including by other clean language questions). Alternatively, you may address
more directly: “Where exactly (in your body, in the space around you) do you
experience the problem (or, respectively, feel the solution)?”
3. Gestures, mimics, and „paraverbal“ signals (sounds of your voice that are not
words) can be utiloized and „reifiied“, treated as if they were things or persons, and
further explored by appropriate questions. “If that coughing had a message to
deliver, what kind of message could that be?” “If your smile had a subtitle, what
would be its text?“
4. You may utilize different kinds of ambiguities :
a. Semantically ambiguous are words with more than one menaing,
especially those with one concrete and one abstract variant: clarity, view,
contact, touched, nuts …
b. Phonetically or acustically ambiguous are words that sound similar, but
have different meanings (with or without different writings): right/ write;
apart / a part; dying / dyeing; nose / knows…
Here those „semantic fields“ (areas of meanings) that otherwise would be far apart from
each other can be easily “bridged” by the acoustical closeness. Some kind of deliberate
misunderstanding helps the coach to step from one side of the ambiguity to the other –
and open up a new area of meaning. (That may be easy also because our brain seems to
rapidly scan through all possible meanings of any heard sound or expression before
deciding to choose the one that in this situation creates the most probable meaning.)
Moving on beyond the access …
Each and any of these types of access allows to open up new spaces where new moves
are possible and new constellations may be explored. Within those spaces, the whole
repertory of solution focused questions and nonverbal interventions can be applied
(including plasiticine, as I have described elsewhere) to create solutions on this
metaphorical level. This may finally be “translated” back to the level of the clients’ reality.
At times, it may take more than metaphor to close the process.
Enjoy the creative abundance that you may discover exploring this approach!
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Metaphors – some further reading …:
Bateson, Mary Catherine: “Our Own Metaphor. - a personal account of a conference
on the effects of conscious purpose on human adaptation”, Alfred A. Knopf, New
York 1972
Campbell, Joseph: „The inner reaches of outer space. Metaphor as myth and as
religion”, Perennial / Harper & Row, New York 1988 (orig. 1986)
Feldman, J. A. (2006). From Molecule to Metaphor. A neural theory of language.
Cambridge: Bradford Books / The MIT Press,
Geary, J. (2011). I is an other. The secret live of metaphor and how it shapes the way
we see the world. New York: HarperCollins (paperback 2012)
Kopp, Richard R.: „Metaphor Therapy. Using client-generated metaphors in
psychotherapy“, Bruner / Mazel, New York 1995
Kopp, Sheldon B.: “Guru. Metaphors from psychotherapist”, Science and Behavior
Books, Palo Allto 1971
Lakoff, G. & Johnson, M. (1980). Metaphors we live by. Chicago, University Of
Chicago Press; dt.: Leben in Metaphern. Heidelberg: Carl-Auer, 1998.
Lawley, J. & Tompkins, P. (2000). Metaphors in Mind. London: The Developing
Company Press. [= Grundlagen-Buch zur Methodik der “Clean Language”]
Morgan, G. (1986). Images of Organization. und (1993). Imaginization. Thousand
Oaks: Sage.
Oswick, Cliff; Grant, David: “Organisational Development. Metaphorical Explorations”,
Pitman, London 1996
Peacock, F. (2001). Water the flowers, not the weeds. Montreal: Open Heart
Publishers.
Schenck, K. (2013). So What’s a Meta For? InterAction – The Journal of Solution
Focus in Organisations, Vol. 5, No. 2,; pp- 35-53
Sullivan, Wendy; Rees, Judy: “Clean Language. Revealing Metaphors and Opening
Minds”, Crwonhouse Publishing, Camarthen (Wales) 2008
Walker, Caitlin: „From Contempt to Curiosity. Creating the conditions for groups to
collaborate, using clean language & systemic modelling”, Clean Publishing,
Portchester (UK) 2014
Zaltman, Gerald; Zaltman, Lindsay: “Marketing Metaphoria. What deep metaphors
reveal about the minds of consumers”, Harvard Business Press, Boston 2008

seminar offering (in German language):
3-tägiges Metaphernseminar mit dem Referenten 30.10-1.11.2017,.
„Der Sprache auf die Schliche kommen“ – Nutzen von Metaphern für Beratung
WISL, Wiesloch (http://wieslocher-institut.com)

Comments, questions, nice metaphors? – welcome anytime!
Mail to: doc.ks@web.de or call +49-0173-6696562
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Solution Matrix: Time x Value

Solutions-Focusing Questions (examples)
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value

value
What helped?

„future perfect“

„So

n
tio

s“

lu

present

Now, who‘ll do what, with whom,
until when?

How could you repeat that?

What is the first step?

Which part of that could be
recycled, and how?

time
past

What else is helpful?

+

How did you do that?

Can we start now?

past

future

present

future

time

So how did you survive?
How could that be reversed?

How did you respond?

And how can you cope well
with the unavoidable?

How come it wasn‘t even worse?

___________________________________________________________________________

Do©KS 2007

And what was great about
that problem?

0

What should happen instead?

-

What strength did you gain
from that bad situation?

Do©KS 2006

10

What else?

___________________________________________________________________________
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Scales – between differences and similarities
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pretty different

polar opposites
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pretty
similar
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3

Comparison:
A is like an other

1
0

Metaphor:
A is an other
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Obstacles and Levels of Solutions Thinking …
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3. develop solution at this level
2. change
level
(switch on
metaphors)

1. blocked?

4. check how this
metaphorical
solution-constellation
can be re-translated
into the real-world level,
and become
implemented there
5. move on

Albert Einstein: “The significant problems we face cannot be solved
at the same level of thinking that we were at when we created them.“

Do©KS 2010

- forward to next obstacle …
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